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Presentation Notes
Good afternoon-My name is Jill Thompson. I am the Supervisor of the space management team for Facilities Management Division. I am here today with my director, Scott Campbell, to talk to you today about the staff support spaces for being developed at Government Center West for the Mobility Advancement Plan team and the Surtax Oversight Board. At 150,000 sf, Government Center West is the county’s second largest office support facility for general government agencies. This location is envisioned to be the first home for the Surtax Oversite Board and new staff that are steering the Mobility Advancement Plan and projects funded by the surtax.The Administrative Offices of Broward County Transportation Division and Highway Construction and Engineering Division of Public Works Department are both currently housed in this facility and between them both currently occupy one-third of the existing suites. (49,850 sf)New Surtax teams will be co-located within the teams of county staff that plan and build the roadways and the staff that manage and overseeing the improved transit operations over the next 30 years.  
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The work of the Surtax initiative will span far into the next generation. Governing the process are the overall programming goals as defined by Gretchen Cassini, the Oversight Board Coordinator:Welcome the Surtax Board members and Administrative office servicesInvite the public to an information destination to learn more about the work the surtax team is currently envisioning and up-to-date progress.Highlight new innovation initiatives and present them in a way that is engaging, accessible and interactive.Encourage collaboration by creating a flexible working conference areas within the building at varying scales, accommodating from as few as 4 people to as many as 40.Informal casual zones where unexpected conversation can lead to “cross-pollenating” Supplemental Formal meeting areas in common zones of the facility to relieve the territory being taken up for additional staff moving into the building.
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The data driven environment is a prominent component to much of the work of the surtax initiative. Data that can assist in regulating traffic and movement of resources through our community.An intentional focus of the Surtax initiative, is that there will be a designated location for this type of interaction with the public to occur . An existing partnership with a local tech developer, Magic Leap, could provide personal virtual reality exploration of our community as it is transformed. Headsets can provide an intense personal experience from the data stream, but in this facility, it is envisioned that a space will be created where small groups of people can access real time information about county transit projects and explore them on the enclosure surrounding them.For example, in Googles “Deep City” installation Hush Studios created an interactive “City Cave”. The screens visualize the personal data it in a creative interactive way. and while we don’t have time to review them in this forum, the link to their operations is listed for your reference.https://heyhush.com/work/google-deep-city/
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The first sign that something new is happening will be an updating to the exterior of Government Center West.Through FMD’s Signage Program, New Building Signage will be added to the facility in the coming months to better identify this location upon arrival. When ready, the graphics will be supplemented with MAP’s Logo – represented here by the blue circle – branding the facility as the home of the new program.To assist with wayfinding, the thoroughfare to the main entrance of the facility can be further enhanced by a graphic wrap, similar to a bus wrap, on the existing window of the MAP offices. This element of visual interest will create a direction edge to guide the public to the main entrance.
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And by now you have all seen the images of the “Google” Office. It has been over 15 years since the Clive Wilkinson persuaded Google to switch from a typical cubicle layout to a more open and transparent workspacethereby “Acknowledging that people are social, exploratory beings - not widgets”What makes a Google offices so googly….	Color (Texture)	Play (Interactive)	Third Space (Ad Hoc Meeting Areas)	Food Accessibility (Coffee!!)Avoiding the cubicle farm, the modern office has been defined by open environments. Desking breaks down the silos of the cubicle wall and occasional seating grouping, where conversation can be caught along the roadside are contrasted with smaller more secluded “phone booths” and meeting areas for privacy as necessary. Famously from one of the earliest iterations of Googles offices is the room of ski gondolas that are used for ad hoc meeting areas.Workplace culture drives this type of corporate expression. For the county this may not be an ideal solution. But to engage the public in an active way…..
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…. following in the model of google offices in California, a vehicle could be an ad hoc meeting location or a pop-up information kiosk to showcase the Surtax initiatives and alternative modes of travel. So we have options and opportunities. This brings us to our facility and what we are hoping to accomplish as the surtax program staffs up and public interaction and need for information increases.Government Center West is a complex environment that can be difficult to navigate – a city unto itself. 
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So we have activated the vocabulary of Urban Planning to discuss the concepts being used to organize the overall space for the current occupants and for future growth. Please note that the following concepts will recur throughout our discussion today.How do we make the best use of the work environments we are supporting to get the most from each worker’s efforts and interactions?We propose redesigning the workspaces with a concept called activity-based working (ABW). This is not a new concept, but one that can learn from the benefits and challenges of the open plan workspace.ABW goes deeper than just public spaces versus private spaces and requires the design to provide a variety of flexible environments for specific types of activities. When staff is doing a certain type of activity, they go to the space designed to support it. Reshapes the physical, virtual and behavioral workspace.Depending on workplace culture, Activity-based working (ABW) often leaves assigned desks behind – but it is not required.The County’s work culture in not likely to leave the traditional 9-to-5 workday in the past as there is a reliability to access to civic services that the community depends upon. However,It is estimate that by 2020, more than 50% of workers will work remotely, at least for some portion of their workweek.The average decision-maker in a company today uses videoconferencing for nearly half of their total meetings.For this facility, we will be concentrating on four types of ABW workspaces:Town Square	 Town Square are the are public communal spaces that can be used for activities such as all-hands meetings or company celebrations.NeighborhoodNeighborhoods are designed for groups of people that need to come together for long periods of time to do similar, repeated activities. Our Agency teams, for example, function as neighborhoods.WorkshopWorkshops are meant for one-off collaborative projects with a definite end. Employees can stand up and break down workbenches as necessary to save space.LibraryLibraries are smaller communal spaces where anyone can do ad-hoc, unstructured work such as reading, research, or coding.Alcove	Alcoves are quiet, personal spaces where people can recoup, reflect, and relax. Work shouldn’t be done in an alcove.Playground	Playground/Fitness centers are spaces for communal exercise or wellness. Internally, this could be a group of walking desks or an area for meditation. Externally, this might be a path for walking meetings.
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Opened for public use in 2003, Government Center West serves as hub for county residents to access services in Western Broward. The existing atrium at Government Center West is a unique volume.The ground floor is the most active floor and serves as the civic space – the Town Square - of the facility. The permit check in rotunda just needs a clock face to round out the scenario. Visitors check-in at the rotunda and then are directed to the appropriate desk for the needs of their visit.The upper levels balconies provide access to suites in the West and East wings of the facility but are currently underutilized. Finished with hard surfaces and open to the atrium, they are noisy space used for the occasional Agency party or event.But imagine this space activated with a civic responsibility….
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Take for inspriation, the atrium at Microsoft’s new facility in Dublin Ireland. Theirs is a stylized geographic theme as the floor surface become a pool of electronic water fed by an electronic waterfall of transparent glass with a view through to the office suites beyond. Of note, the scale of the space is not dissimilar to our atrium and there are lessons to be applied from their use of space.Engaging materials and color variation enliven the volume and provide a number of interaction opportunities for occupants and visitors.[The waterfall feeds into a "lake" of colour-changing tiles, surrounded by graduated grey flooring and black benches arranged in rock-like formations around the edges. Wooden louvres on the staircase and uneven steps between levels create a stylized version of geological formations.]One Microsoft Place, IrelandDublin, Ireland
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The balconies become destinations and places of gathering, not thoroughfares.…varying seating on those balconies to create gathering areas as the meeting rooms in the Agency suites get more crowded.
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You can see how this might work at GCW as we travel from the upper floors down to the most active ground floor.Balconies provide opportunity for collaborative space allowing the Agency neighborhoods to spill out in to a public commons on each floor.Some platforms regularly used for exercise/wellness events. Open areas staged can be staged for varying levels of interaction.Egress from suites to be maintained as common areas developed.
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Third Floor is shared between Transportation and Highway Construction and Engineering. Green areas indicate current shared conference room areas, that will gradually be taxed by the addition of new staff. The facility is currently a hodgepodge of the physical and digital: supply closets, whiteboards and web conferences. Designed for a different era of computing, most of the workspaces in the facility were designed for oversized CRT monitors. There are may opportunities to reshape the space for ABW environmentsDevelopment of common meeting areas on this floor will be even more critical as the suites are reconfigured and additional staff come on board.  Spaces to be provided for small groups of individual respite. 
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And as you can see from the current layout, the office design is fairly standard otherwise. As these agencies have begun staffing up for the coming years, we have already begun our work with these agencies to reorganize their teams into task oriented workshops to streamline their workflow.We hope that leveraging the internet of things (IoT)—which adds sensors and Wi-Fi capabilities to everyday objects such as desks and rooms to enable them to communicate information—can help activate smart workshops for staff.The Hearing Room on the second floor is primarily used by the Board of Rules and Appeals. This space will still be available for formal gatherings for larger groups, but is dependent on the Appeals Board Schedule.In addition, two medium conference rooms are also available on this floor housing the same two Surtax Agencies.
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As we make our way down to the ground level again, we want to talk about the first phases of renovations to make for MAP team and Oversight BoardSome things will remain the same: The security oval will screen the public as they arriveThe “donut” will still serve as a check-in area for services.Current space very centralized on permitting services which will remain active. The first Phase of the Surtax team move in is the relocation of the MAP team from GCE to the dark blue area of the ground floor suite.The future Surtax and Conference Suite area is in medium blue and is currently minimally accessible to the public areas of the facility.The light green areas denotes the section service counters to be reconfigured to open the Surtax Suites and conference area to the Town Square. Physical Wayfinding is communicated through actual signs and architectural elements to answer a visitor questions- Where Am I and how do I get to where I need to be? Conceptual Wayfinding is Aspirational & Intentional- How does the space communicate how the county is supporting the community through surtax initiatives and priorities? What does that mean to me as a County Resident and how do I learn more?Tasked with creating the space as a community resource and innovation zone to be user-friendly, accessible, informative, engaging and flexible.
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Levels of enclosure for fixed meeting spaces are flexible in promoting the urge for transparency or the need to protect privacy.A space within a space.
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Research indicates that exposing the inner workings of a space can encourage exploration of new ideas and spark creativity.As a study of space, the open volume they created provide many different opportunities of groups for varying sizes to meet and work together with some degree of flexibility. In this innovation lab, unfinished movable walls enclose ad hoc meeting spaces. White boards available to focus and record collaborative discussionsCubbies separate works zones and tables of varying heights promotes different scales of interaction.A space organized in this manner, can become a resource for the facility as a whole and as a center of activity for the surtax team. https://www.gensler.com/projects/accenture-innovation-hub-tokyo?l=featured
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An “L” shaped enclosure defines a wall and ceiling plane to delineate a work area/parking spot with in the larger volume.This presentation space is ultimately flexible as is it not a dedicated space. When needed, the draperies define the enclosure. When not necessary, the space remains open for flexible use.Opening up the floor create design challenges for definition of smaller meeting areas and work zones. These ideas inform the conceptual approach to this project and contribute to the redefinition of space on the Ground Floor at GCW. https://www.archdaily.com/521475/kashiwa-no-ha-open-innovation-lab-naruse-inokuma-architects/53ae0c78c07a80790f000038-kashiwa-no-ha-open-innovation-lab-naruse-inokuma-architects-photo
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Plan Walk-throughENHANCED ENTRANCE SEQUENCEACTIVATED TOWN SQUARE with an INTERACTIVE VEHICLE FEATURE.IoT INFORMATION CAVEReconfigured ECP transaction counter opens the edge condition and extended the public/private interaction area for the facility.MAP NEIGHBORHOOD WORKSHOPS flank the SURTAX PLAZA.   SURTAX PLAZA: DEFINED BY FLEXIBLE MEETING AND COLLABORATION SPACE	Crosswalk definition creates an entrance zone -  this edge can be more or less permeable depending on usage and needs. Glass division in Microsoft offices, planar/furniture only in other presentation concepts. 	Orange rectangles are relatively fixed elements: small to medium sized meeting areas.	Peach circles are flexible seating environments that can be reconfigured to accommodate the needs of the user.	Surtax plaza is a definable volume that can be disassembled and reconfigured as may be necessary, but still provides a definable home for the Surtax Team. Crosswalk edge again can be as solid or permeable as may be necessary.
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Its an exciting initiative and thank you for your time.
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